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President Reagan and Defense Secretary Weinberger put the
combination of moderate Arabs forces behind the now mor
ibund Reagan Peace Plan of 1982, the Mossad sabotaged the
operation through deployment of" Arab radical" terrorist op

erations.
It is the special relationShip to the Mossad which has
consistently hamstrung U.S. policy in the Mideast and re
sulted in the expansion of Soviet influence in the area. It is
this relationship which has permitted the Syrian intelligence
services to expand terrorist operations against moderate Pal
estinian leaders, some of whom were cooperating with U.S.
intelligence on the question of terrorism. In fact, the blowing
up of the U.S. embassy in Beirut in 1982, killing the top CIA

Terrorist supporters
meet in Frankfurt
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Mideast team, was aided and abetted by Ariel Sharon's net

works. According to a top U.S. intelligence operative, CIA

Three bombings struck heavily populated quarters in Paris

Mideast chief Robert Ames, one of those killed, had a liaison

Feb.

with Arafat's intelligence network.

and another wounded four, but the total casualty count is not

3-5. The first in the Champs Elysees wounded seven,

The Moonie-Moss�d relation�hip and the pushing of this

known as we go to press. However, what might have been

Alliance to Counter-Terrorism will institutionalize the source

an unprecedented massacre of innocents was averted when a

of U.S. strategic disasters in the region. This is why Israeli

fourth bomb was discovered on the Eiffel Tower and defused.

Defense Minister Rabin and Prime Minister Peres announced

The bombings are of the same random-murder type as

that they will continue to carry oui intercept-type operations.

pre-Christmas massacres in Paris, where bombs exploded

.By using the counter-terrorist ploy as a means to wreak havoc

among crowds of shoppers .

y

with U.S. policy, the Israelis and their allies will be pla ing

On the same days in Spain, a police officer was blown up
in his car and Rear-Admiral Cristobal Colon Carvajal was

right into Soviet hands.

murdered when his car was hand-grenaded and machine
gunned. These crimes are being linked to the upcoming ref
erendum on Spanish NATO membership March 12. The rear

admiral had been assigned to the NATO submarine section

. in the South Atlantic. His targeting was obviously. not ran
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dom.

Responsibility for the Paris violence was claimed by a

previously unknown "Committee' in Solidarity with Arab
Political Prisoners," whose message demanded the release of
three leading terrorists imprisoned in France: the leader of

• How Abraham Lincoln, summoning Americans

to war, transformed a bankrupt, demoralized, betrayed

United States into the ,world's greatest industrial pow
er.

the Iranian group which attempted to murder former prime
minister Shahpur Bahktiar in July

1980; the leader of the

Armenians responsible for the Orly airport massacre of 1983;

and the leader of the Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Faction.

The release of these three terrorists has also been de
• How Lincoln, not private enterprise, created the

transcontinental railroads, America's "space program"
of the 1860s.

hostages in Beirut.

School of terrorism

• How Lincoln created the American steel indus

try. Though it has now collapsed, it could be restored,
overnight, as it was built.
• How Lincoln,

manded by Lebanese Shi'ites, who are holding four French

1

blackmailed by international

bankers, reorganized the American banking system and
'
forced the banks to play by the rules of our repUblic.

Whether the Lebanese or European terrorists are respon

sible for the bombings is almost immaterial. French, Ger
man, Italian, and Middle Eastern terrorist networks, ·it has
become clear, are now so closely coordinated in their actions
tbat they are virtually one and the same Soviet-sponsored
network.
A glimpse of this reality could be had at the Technical
Institute in Frankfurt Jan.

31 to Feb. 4, when, with the per
500 West German terrorist

mision of the local authorities,
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supporters gathered for a conference on "The Anti-Imperi

alist and Anti-Capitalist Resistance in Western Europe."

The attendees were largely young punksters" not the sprt

of assassins or demolitions expert one would fear. But to be

sure, among them were such terrorists, and terrorists of the

future. The event was in effect run by the support-apparatus
of lawyers and others who actually control terrorism, and in
the herd of radical kids, some would undoubtedly be selected

for the real thing. These kids had come out of the radical

environmentalist and anti-NATO demonstrations of the early

1980s, and were now undergoing their second phase of
screening to become actual terrorist killers.
The school was organized like a "New Left" 1960s sit

in, with people sleeping in classrooqIs, a separate room for
lesbians, a big plenary-session hall with banners in support

of terrorist groups and imprisoned terrorists. The corridors
were full of posters and exhibitions on their activities. Slo
g�s were even sprayed on the walls.
i

Security for the conference was maintained by about 30

people, about 20 at the entrance and the rest guarding en
trances to the three upper floors. Each entrance was barricad

ed with tables and chairs. At the main entrance, all wore

scarfs over their faces. Visitors were asked to take their coats

ResponsibilityJor the Paris violence
was claimed by a previously

unknown "Committee in Solidarity

with Arab Political Prisoners, "

whose message demanded the
release

qf three

leading terrorists

imprisoned in France. The release

qf these

three has also been

demanded by Lebanese Shi'ites.
But whe,ther the Lebanese or

European terrorists are responsible

Jor the bombings is almost

immaterial. French, German,
Italian, and Middle Eastern
terrorist networks are now so

closely coordinated.

off and a metal detector was used. The constant talk of police
infiltrating the gathering, and searches by police outside the
building, created a generally paranoid atmosphere.

The posters that filled the walls were mostly about terror

ist prisoners and terrorist actions. One poster was a map over
a city; the head offices of industries active in nuclear con

age facility for nuclear waste in Gorleben, Lower Saxony),
and Haferstrasse (a house occupation in Hamburg).

Several working groups featured relatives of imprisoned

terrorists or "resistance fighters," and lawyers, including some

struction were circled; lines led to photographs of the build

. Americans. One stated aim was a merger of the prisoner- .

of the electronics industry. The political prisoners played up

of terrorists in Germany thus came into contact with those of

ings. One poster was a diagram illustrating Siemens control
the most were German terrorist Gunter Sonnenberg and the
late American George Jackson.

The plenary hall posters were dedicated to the impris

oned, with two banners, one dedicated to the dead Gunther

Sore, and another to the "united fight against the enemy."

The last included the symbols of every terrorist group in
Western Europe, from the Red Brigades of Italy to the IRA

in Ireland. Also visible was a skyline painting of skyscrapers
with the symbols of Mercedes, Hoecht, ITT, IBM, and the

U.S. dollar sign above them all. "Draw the line clearly against
.
the enemy!" read the caption.
There were book tables for different international terrorist
groups and prisoner-support organizations, selling terrorist

magazines and ordinary handicrafts like hand-made dolls,

paintings, and picture post cards,just as at an any church
bazaar. The book tables were manned by a mixed staff of old
ladies, relatives of prisoners, and aspiring young radicals.

Presentations were made on the terrorist actions and dem

onstrations by leading activists against Startbahn West (a new
landing strip for Frankfurt airport), Wackersdorf (a repro
cessing plant for nuclear fuel in Bavaria), Wendtland (a stor-
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support organizations of all nations. The legal representatives
other nations.

Other presentations focused on pro-terrorist work in the

Middle East, Central America, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. A

special workgroup on "International Resistance" discussed

activities in Great Britain (Brixton), Austria, Holland, Bel
gium, France, and Denmark.

Working papers given out at the congress included: "The

Arrest Conditions for the Seriously-Ill Gunther Sonnenberg,"
"The Formation of the Imperialist Total System," "Workpa

per on the Military Strategic Dimensions of the SDI," and
"Fronts in International Class Warfare."

All in all, it was a brainwashing session to nurture the

terrorists of the future: The

�articipants were very young, in

their teens and twenties, coming out of the antinuclear, anti
NATO, and house occupation actions of the recent period.

There was hardly a one over 30 except for relatives of pris
oners. They were dressed like punks, mostly in black leather,

Palestine scarfs, and sport shoes. Some donned the appear
ance of skin-heads.

While a few will go on to bigger things, all in all, most

will make fine cannon-fodder for the brutal professionals.
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